Analytic methods are developed for determining the attenuation characteristics of light beams propagating through ensembles of scattering particles including those with complex index of refraction. The methods are applicable to a wide range of practical particulate systems, and the results are expressed explicitly in terms of elementary functions. Propagation through fog and clouds is considered as an example, and it is found that absorption by the liquid lengths.
Introduction
In recent years light scattering methods have been employed in a wide variety of application areas. In one general class of applications scattering provides an important diagnostic technique for remote and nondestructive determination of the characteristics of discrete particles or general particulate systems. Examples range from simple smoke detection to pollution monitoring from spacecraft. Recently scattering techniques have been used in the analysis of submicroscopic viruses and other biological specimens. The main area of interest here is related to the general subject of optical communication. With optical information transmission it is essential to be able to estimate the losses that a specific particle distribution will introduce into a transmission link. Typical sources of attenuation include dust, smoke, haze, and fog. The purpose of this work is to develop analytical techniques for predicting the extinction characteristics of light beams propagating through systems of scattering particles.
In Sec. II various functions are discussed for describing the size distribution of the particles in the scattering ensemble. It is shown that a basic Poissonlike distribution is sufficient to characterize many of the particle systems encountered in practice. The advantages of this distribution become apparent in Sec. III, where explicit closed-form expressions are obtained for the extinction of the optical beams. The starting point for the scattering calculations is the anomalous diffraction method of van de Hulst. 1 The formalism is generalized in Sec. IV to include absorbing particles, and propagation through fog is considered as an example.
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water in such ensembles affects strongly the extinction for ir wave-
II. Particulate System Characterization
Before any detailed scattering calculations can be performed, it is necessary to obtain a reasonable mathematical description of practical particle ensembles. Typically the index of refraction may be assumed to be constant from particle to particle for any specific ensemble. In the following paragraphs several size distributions are considered, and data-fitting procedures are described for use with these distributions.
The sizes of the particles in a system of scatterers can be represented in a variety of ways, and for some applications simple tabular or graphical representations are adequate. Often, however, it is extremely useful to be able to represent the size distribution in terms of an analytic function. Such a characterization can, for example, simplify greatly the calculation of the scattering or exinction of a light beam propagating through the system. In the past many different analytic distribution functions have been used to describe the particle ensembles encountered in practice. If the deviations in particle size are small compared to the dimensions of a typical particle, a simple Gaussian distribution is often adequate. However, many practical particle distributions do not satisfy this stringent narrowness criterion. In this case a difficulty with the Gaussian distribution is that it may imply a significant number of particles with negative dimensions. Therefore, it is highly desirable to employ skewed distribution functions which vanish for negative radii.
In the literature various types of two-parameter distributions have been employed. Occasionally more general three-parameter distributions have also been tried, but it is usually concluded that the quality of obtainable data does not warrant the more complex three parameter fit. 2 
In order to make meaningful theoretical predictions about the scattering characteristics of a specific ensemble of particles, it is first necessary to fit the experimental data to one of the distributions implied by Eq. (1) 
If Eq. (5) is renormalized to a peak value of unity, this
The two most fundamental and readily determined characteristics of practical size distribution data are the value of a at which the distribution peaks and the width of the peak (typically measured at half-maximum).
These two values may be used directly to determine the two parameters of the distribution. From Eq. (6) the distribution peaks at the normalized radius
It also follows from Eq. (6) that the full width of the size distribution at half-maximum can be written
The parameters which are assumed to be known from experimental data are amax and Aa. But the ratio Aa/amax is equal to the ratio AY/Yrax, and Eq. (8) implies that one parameter of the fitted distribution When n has been specified the second parameter is given by Eq. (7) in the form an = amnx exp(-nan 2 ).
The next step of this discussion is to introduce an alternative family of two-parameter particle size distributions which for many scattering applications is much simpler to work with. This family involves the general class of power-law-exponential functions p(a) = Cnan exp[-(a/an)mI (11) with the normalization constant
When m has been specified the coefficients to be determined are n and an. If Eq. (11) is renormalized to a maximum value of unity, this distribution is
The maximum value occurs at the normalized radius
The full width of the distribution given in Eq. (13) cannot be written explicitly for arbitrary values of m and n. However, these results can be readily determined using Newton's method, 6 and the results are plotted in Fig. 1 . This is a graph of n vs the ratio Ay/ Ymax for various values of m. Thus, when m has been specified, the value of the parameter n follows from the experimentally determined ratio AY/Ymax The remaining parameter an is given by Eq. (14) in the form
The dashed lines in Fig. 1 which is obtained from the Gaussian large n limit of Eq. (13) .
Two general families of particle distributions have now been considered, and techniques have been presented for fitting these distributions to an experimental data set. The next step is to determine which formula is to be preferred in the sense of providing the best fit to size distribution data encountered in practice. To make this evaluation it is helpful to consider some ex-amples graphically. In Fig. 2 is a plot of the functions implied by Eqs. (6) and (13) for the typical case AY/Yma = 1. In these graphs the logarithmic functions are all represented by the curve labeled L, whereas the various power-law-exponential functions are distinguished by the value of the index m. As noted previously all these curves vanish at y = 0 (a = 0). For completeness the corresponding Gaussian function is also shown, and this curve is labeled G.
The most significant feature of Fig. 2 is the close similarity between the plots of the various distributions.
The quality of data obtained in determinations of particle sizes would usually not permit one to select one of the skewed distributions in preference to the others. Also, there is seldom any physical basis for supposing that one function might be more appropriate than another. The conclusion, therefore, is that the choice of an analytic size distribution function may often be made on the grounds of mathematical simplicity. Some of the functions shown in Fig. 2 are much easier to work with than others in succeeding scattering calculations. The preceding conclusion can be further underscored by considering somewhat narrower size distributions. Figure 3 is similar to Fig, 2 except that now the basic width ratio is AY/Ynax = 0.4. The agreement between the various distributions is even closer than before, and for clarity no attempt was made to represent the intermediate m = 1 and m = 2 curves.
Extinction Coefficient
In general the calculation of scattering from a dielectric sphere can involve some fairly formidable mathematical complexities. The exact Lorentz-Mie solutions are only obtained when computing facilities are available. For many applications approximate analytical solutions have proved to be highly useful. In the limit of small particles with refractive index close to unity, the most appropriate formalism is the Rayleigh-Debye approximation. With larger particles useful results are obtained from the anomalous diffraction method in which straight line propagation is assumed for the transmitted rays.' The principal constraint on this method is that the index of refraction of the particle must be close to that of the host medium. It is, however, a remarkable fact that the anomalous diffraction results provide good agreement with most features of the exact solutions even when this condition is not well satisfied. Thus, the approximate extinction formulas are often adequate with relative indices of refraction as large as 1.5.7 Furthermore, these slight inaccuracies will often be outweighed by more fundamental uncertainties in the particle concentration, refraction, and size distribution. The anomalous diffraction method also loses some accuracy for values of ka less than about ka 1. However, the scattering efficiency is small for ka 1, so that the total scattering may be dominated by the larger particles in the ensemble satisfying ka 1. This result will be discussed further in the following sections. One basic result from anomalous diffraction theory is the extinction efficiency per particle Qext. The actual extinction cross section of a particle is equal to Qext times the geometric cross-sectional area of the particle ira 2 . The extinction efficiency is governed by the explicit equation
where the dimensionless parameter p is related to the index of refraction of the particle 772, the index of refraction of the surrounding medium q,, and the vacuum wavelength X by p = 4 r(772 -1,)a/X.
For an ensemble of scattering particles the exponential extinction coefficient can be written
where No is the concentration of scatterers and p (a) is their size distribution. For purposes of this study the most convenient size distribution from Sec. II is the m = 1 power-law-exponential, which when normalized has the form
an r(n + 1) an)(9 (20) where the coefficient K = 4 7r(n2-ql)an/X has been introduced, and the dimensionless radius y = a/an is again used.
The integrations indicated in Eq. (20) can be performed, and the result is8
The gamma functions can be eliminated by means of the recurrence equation r(z + 1) = zr(z), and Eq. (21) reduces to
Here the most likely particle radius amax = ann has also been introduced.
Equation (22) is an explicit expression for the exponential attenuation coefficient experienced by an optical beam propagating through an ensemble of spherical scatterers. It is only necessary that the size distribution of the particles be describable in terms of a Poisson function. This description is, however, very general and has been used in discussions of atmospheric aerosols, 9 clouds, 1 0 and rain. 11 A formula similar to Eq. (22) has been developed in an anomalous diffraction approach to determining the particle size distribution from its transparency. 1 2 This approach has also been applied to various other distributions including the power-law,' 
The general behavior of Eq. (24) is illustrated in Fig. 4 , and the extinction coefficient for any Poisson-distributed ensemble of spherical scatterers can be read from this figure. These plots show the wavelength dependent attenuation that would be obtained for various size distributions of particles, and the distributions are also shown. It is apparent from the figure that increasing the relative width of the size distribution (decreasing n) increases the wavelength at which significant scattering occurs, provided that all other factors remain constant. This result confirms the reasonable fact that the long wavelength scattering is dominated by the largest particles. The figure also shows that the oscillations in the extinction are only significant for n values greater than about n _ 10. In the limit of short wavelengths (' -0) all the curves approach the asymtotic value 2(n + 2)(n + 1)/n 2 .
IV. Absorbing Particles
In previous applications of anomalous diffraction methods it has generally been assumed that the scattering particles introduce no absorption into the ray paths. The basic formulas are, however, equally valid when the index of refraction is complex, and the methods of the previous section can be extended to describe light extinction in ensembles of absorbing spheres. Our principal example of these results in- The distribution parameter is n = 5. and amplitude absorption coefficient a (dotted line) based on Ref. 17. volves the propagation of light beams through the distributions of water droplets that are characteristic of fog or rain. Absorption by the water droplets is of no consequence for visible light, but it can alter significantly the extinction coefficient for ir beams.
The relative extinction coefficient for an absorbing sphere can be derived from the anomalous diffraction theory, and the result is'
where p is defined as before in Eq. (17) . The parameter 0 can be related to the exponential amplitude absorption coefficients a outside of the sphere and a inside of the sphere by
-7r(

2-1)
where the factor s is the attenuation exponent for central rays passing through the sphere in a nonabsorbing host medium (al = 0). For nonabsorbing spheres fl and tan# vanish, and Eq. (25) reduces to Eq. (17) .
When there is a distribution in the sizes of the scatterers, the over-all extinction coefficient is obtained from an appropriate integration. With the Poisson distribution of particle sizes this integration can be written It is convenient to express this equation in terms of the normalized wavelength X' = (nK)-l and the absorption exponent qp yielding
In nA'( + 0/n)]}) As mentioned previously an important application of this formalism involves propagation through ensembles of water droplets, and we illustrate the results by considering propagation through fog. Droplet radii for fogs usually range between 1 m and 20 ,m, and our assumed size distribution is shown in Fig. 5 . The solid line is a renormalized plot of Eq. (19) with the index n = 5, and similar size distributions are typical for natural fog and clouds.' 6 In order to evaluate Eq. (29) it is also necessary to have data on the wavelength dependent index of refraction and absorption. Approximate plots of these quantities are given in Fig. 6 for wavelengths out to 100 ,um. 17 The wavelength dependent extinction coefficient of Eq. (29) is plotted in Fig. 7 for the fog described in Figs. 5 and 6. The structure on this extinction curve can be identified with the detailed features of the refraction and absorption curves. The distinct minimum at about 11 ,um, for example, is associated with the dip in the index of refraction at this wavelength. These results suggest that a laser at 11-,um wavelength might be a near optimum choice for optical information transmission through fog. It is, however, important to recognize that the extinction coefficient derived here represents scattering and absorption by the water droplets only.
In a realistic fog there is always a high level of humidity, and one must add on the appropriate extinction coefficient for propagation through the moist air. 1 8 Water vapor and other atmospheric gases discriminate strongly against propagation of certain ir wavelengths.
It should also be noted that the scattering of far ir wavelengths (>30 jim) would probably be slightly different from the results shown in Fig. 7 , because the anomalous diffraction method becomes less accurate for large values of the real or imaginary index of refraction.
In calculating extinction of light beams propagating through fog it is commonly assumed that absorption in the water droplets is negligible. Since the formalism of this section includes absorption, the validity of this assumption can be readily checked. The dashed line in Fig. 7 was derived taking full account of the size distribution and refraction implied by Figs. 5 and 6, but the absorption was assumed to be negligible. Agreement between the two graphs is good out to a wavelength of about 5 jim, but at longer wavelengths substantial discrepancies occur. This result implies that absorption can have an important role in determining the ir transmission characteristics of fogs. It is also clear from this example that absorption by the droplets can lead to either an increase or a decrease in the over-all transmission.
Results for transmission through other size distributions of water droplets can be readily obtained from Eq. (29). For large water droplets the mathematics simplifies. As amax increases, the value of ' corresponding to a particular wavelength diminishes. In the limit of small ' the right-hand side of Eq. (29) reduces to 2(n + 2)(n + 1)/n 2 independent of the absorption factor k. Typical raindrops have sizes on the order of 1 mm, so the extinction caused by the droplets would be constant over most of the visible and ir spectrum. On the other hand, droplet size distributions which are smaller and narrower than the one shown in Fig. 5 are also commonly observed in practice. For such fogs ir transmission would be better than that indicated in Fig.   7 .
V. Mass Density Normalization
In most of the preceding analysis the extinction coefficient has been normalized in terms of the crosssectional area 1ra ax and the particle number density No. For some applications it is helpful to have available an alternative normalization in terms of the total mass density of the scattering particles. Such a normalization would be especially useful if, for example, one were analyzing the characteristics of an artificial smoke or fog and the total amount of suspendable material were specified. To obtain such a normalization it is first necessary to derive an explicit expression for the ensemble mass density M. In terms of the density of the individual particles ji the over-all mass density can be written
With the particle size distribution of Eq. 
With Eq. (32) it is straightforward to normalize any of the previous extinction formulas in terms of the mass density M or the dimensionless mass ratio r = M/I. This parameter r can also be expressed as the ratio of the volume of the scatterers to the total volume.
The significance of a mass density normalization can be best illustrated by means of a specific example. In X (microns) Fig. 9 . Extinction coefficient as a function of wavelength for propagation through the smoke ensembles represented in Fig. 8 . The extinction is normalized in such a way that the total mass density is the same for the three ensembles.
plots it is clear that an increase in particle size leads to an increase in the extinction at a long wavelength, such as 10 jim. At the same time this size increase yields a more substantial reduction in the extinction at the shorter wavelengths. These results imply that the long wavelengths have an advantage for propagation in environments where a limited total mass of scattering material is anticipated. It also follows from Fig. 9 that a really optimum system might include a laser in the short wavelength or visible region of the spectrum as well as an ir laser source.
V. Conclusion
Light extinction due to scattering from suspended particles is an important consideration in various optical communication and optical radar applications. It has been shown here that the anomalous diffraction method makes it possible to develop explicit analytic formulas governing the extinction, provided that the size distribution can be described in terms of certain Poissonlike distribution functions. Data fitting techniques for use with these functions have also been described. These methods could be generalized to more complicated particle ensembles by fitting the size characteristics to a sum of Poisson functions. Most previous discussions of extinction have been limited to particles having a real index of refraction. The analysis here has included particles with arbitrary complex dielectric properties, and the significance of particle absorption has been illustrated in a discussion of beam propagation through fog.
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